The Evil But Irresistible Facebook

Well… To most teenagers, what can be more mesmerising than the voluptuous,
unputdownable Facebook? Ignoring numerous side effects brought by exploring Facebook
unceasingly, many teens have been stranding at perambulating Facebook. Meanwhile, they also
think it's worth spending so much time affiliating themselves with friends on Facebook. Merely,
it deprives you of your time and lowers our academic results. Thus browsing the addictive
Facebook constantly is being considered to be unhealthy and bad for teens.

Constantly Facebooking is believed to be occupying teens most of the time after school. The
precious time, definitely, should be devoted to learning and self-improvement, at least it can be
used for finishing off their homework. Nevertheless, whenever they become Facebook addicts,
they may be easily distracted from different responsibilities. The main purpose of studying is to
cultivate good attitudes towards learning. With teenagers wasting time on Facebook, studying
no longer takes prevalence and positive attitudes would not be nurtured. On the contrary,
teens can no longer develop interest in other hobbies and skills development as they run out of
free time after becoming addicted to Facebook. Eventually they will have nothing unique or
special to showcase as adults.

Secondly, constantly Facebooking materialises more crimes. There's a humongous amount of
information being released on Facebook every second and whether teens can identify the
origin and the accuracy of information is one of the biggest problems. The longer time they
spent on Facebook, the more random information they perceive. It is doubted whether they
can really differentiate those inappropriate information posted on Facebook. Building values
during teenage life is very important. When asked to identify the information applicable to
them, they may not be able to compute accurate relevant information. Therefore, pitfalls set by
some scoundrels may be easily stepped by teens who explore more, like nude chats. Extortions
are bound to occur and teens’ safety is threatened as a result, furthermore, their psychological
wellbeing could be affected.

Lastly, depression and anti-socialising behaviour are likely to appear. Whenever teens are
addicted to constant Facebooking, they would do whatever they can to seek opportunities to

use Facebook. They lose their way, they gain confidence from affirmation of their friends on
Facebook or the Internet but in reality they don’t have the confidence to live in real world.
Their identity is distorted by the world of internet thus they are depressed when facing reality.
In their minds, the only solution way out is to keep on Facebooking. Therefore, they started to
be averse to hanging out with friends face to face. Instead, they prefer to be on Facebook allday and all-night.

Are the mentioned situations ideal? Do you want to be overtaken by those depressing
feelings? We actually have some remedies to alleviate the problems, like encouraging them to
participate in more extra-curricular activities they're interested in. And we don't want our
premonition to to become reality, do we? So, why don't we prevent it before it's too late? It's
believed that doubtlessly, no sooner had we discovered the problems than they were solved.
Let's take action from now on and stop using Facebook constantly.

